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Hello dear zine readers, lovers and
makers. We hope you are enjoying the
first two issues, the second one is here for
you now to enjoy and share. Thanks for all
your kind messages and links on the
socials. We are feeling truly grateful for
your warm welcomes, personal insights
and commentaries. We are also
immensely grateful for the opportunity to
launch this new zine series at the
Melbourne Art Book Fair during three days
of online engagement activities in March
2021. A real privilege no less.
Cutting, pasting, collaging and making
zines again, with the help of a pair of
pinking shears (just like the ones mum
and I used together in the late 1960s and
1970s) has been loads of fun. I am
reconnected with so many vivid memories
of DIY making and doing, forgotten tools
and lost techniques. Not to mention the
affecting experiences of vivid memories
while working alongside many artists
involved in artist-run initiatives in Brisbane
throughout the 1980s.
That Contemporary Art Space was an
artist-run space we organised in a
reactivated and sunlit filled light industrial
warehouse then situated at the rear of 20
Charlotte Street, Brisbane Meanjin in the
1984-1988 years.
For many of us working during those
Bjelke-Petersen years in Queensland, the
photocopy machine was vital. It was an
everyday machine, like the Roneo
machines we grew up with at school in the
1960s and 1970s. In the 1980s, the
analogue photocopier had taken on a new
meanings and possibilities, not only as a
commonly used copying technology used
in our education in the then recent past,
but as a technology with potential as both

a political and creative tool, as a means
for dissent, as a modality for making
conceptual artistic practices as well as a
being a DIY outlet for transmitting
artist-run activity information to our
membership and networks.
One of the roles in co-founding and
co-ordinating That Space was making
monthly newsletters, initially as one-pager
photocopies and eventually as
photocopied zines. Photocopying was
really inexpensive, immensely pleasurable
and a well-spring of photocopy shops and
friendly small business operators that
were mushrooming in and around the city
and inner-city suburb made it all really
accessible.
Sifting through the That Contemporary Art
Space archives this month we have
managed to cobble together an
incomplete collection of the zines we
produced, and it’s a bit too early for
captions in this issue. However, this issue
features a small selection of art and
design work for the covers, for the content
(artist pages) and examples of the many
loose-leaf flyers and artists’ ephemera
which were enfolded into the newsletter
for distribution via registered post mailouts
each month.
Paul Andrew
Artist
Caption: Little Masters, October 6-17,
1987, That Space artist’s ephemera.
We acknowledge the Quandamooka
People as the traditional custodians of the
lands in which we live, make and work
where sovereignty was never ceded. We
pay respects to their elders and their
youth, past, present and emerging – and
stand in sovereignty with the Uluru
Statement from the Heart and their
ongoing resistance against colonisation.
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